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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, AND ADMINISTRATION 

Charts and functional statements (Document EB5/AF/1, Part II, 
Section 1) (continuation) 

The CHAIRMtkN suggested that in view of the decision taken at the previous 

meeting that the eommittee would visit the Depar-bnents of Operational and 

Technical Services on the following day, it would be appropriate to postpone 

further discussion on these two departments until after the visit had taken 

place. The next item before the committee was the chart dealing with the 

structure of the Department of Administration and Finance. 

Dr. van den HSRG said that he agreed in general with the layout of the 

department as shown in the chart. It was obviously advisable for the Legal 

Office and the Office of Internal Audit to be directly responsible to the 

Chief of the Department but he wondered whether it would not be possible to 

make the Office of Conference and General Services responsible to the Division 

of Administrative Management and Personnel, thus making the Chief of the De-

partment directly re sponsible for only two divisions and two offices. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Acting Assistant Director-General, Department of Adminis-

tration and Finance, said that the suggestion made by Dr. van den Berg had 

been considered previously and it was felt that this arrangement might be as 

effective as the one at present in force. In reply to Mr. Mason, adviser to 

Dr. Mackenzie, he said tkat the suggested arrangement would probably not re-

sult in a change in efficiency one way or the other but it would, to a certain 

extent, lighten the load for the Head of the Department. 

Mr. R03EMAN, adviser to Dr. Hyde, felt that the functions of the Office 

of Conference and General Services were not closely akin to those of the 

Division of Administrative.Management and Personnel, and it might therefore be 
4 

preferable to maintain the existing arrangement. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that at present the Office of Conference and 

General Services had many functions, including the extremely important one of 

making all the necessary contacts with the Smss Federal authorities, the 

Canton of Geneva, the United Nations, architects, etc• regarding the new head-

quarters of Ш0. In these contacts it was essential that the Organization 



be represented on a very high level and it was therefore necessary for the 

Assistant Director-General in charge of the Department to be directly inter-

ested. When however these matters had been brought to a successful con-

clusion, it might well be advisable to place the office in the Division of 

Administrativo Management and Personnel. 

Mr. MASON said he was satisfied that the present arrangement was 

adequate, 

Dr. MZIF Bey asked whether the function of the Legal Office was to 

advise the whole Organization or only the Department of Administration and 

Finance, and if so whether it should not come directly under the Office of 

the Director-General. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the Legal Office provided legal services for 

the whole Organization but that most of the problems at present referred to 

the Legal Office originated in the Department of Administration and Finance. 

The Office had until recently been directly under the Office of the Director-

General since its work hitherto had mainly consisted of .matters of protocol • 

No international lawyer of outstanding calibre was on the staff of the Office 

although the services of such a lawyer on a consulting basis were employed 

from time to time； most of the work nowadays was connected with Administration 

and finance. 

Mr. BRUNSKOG, External Auditor, referring to page 52, paragraph 2, of 

document EB5/AF/1, Part II, Section I, dealing with the Office of Internal 

Audit, felt that in the first sub-paragraph the requirements stated were not 

sufficiently comprehensive and suggested that it should be amended to read 

"review of the adherence to and application of the Staff Regulations and Staff 

Rules, Financial Regulations and Financial Rules, and of travel, removal and 

other established rules；". He also suggested that since sub-paragraph 2 of 

paragraph 2 attributed certain functions of management to the office, it 

would be more appropriate to re-title it "Office of Inspection". 

Mr. SIEGEL said that the amendments proposed would be acceptable; with 

regard to the second proposal made by Mr. Brunskog however, he felt it might 



be desirable to clarify the difference s between administrative management 

and the functions of the Office of Internal Audit. The function of Adminis-

trative Management was to develop basic procedures in co-operation with all 

the operating parts of the Organization¿ The function of the Office of 

Internal Audit was to see that those basic procedures, once they had been 

approved, were being carried out, to recommend changes where established 

procedures were found "to be unsatisfactory in pra.ctd.c6j and to recommend the 

establishment of additional procedures where necessary. Since it was a 

function of the Office of Internal Audit to send an officer to each of the 

regional offices for audit purposes it was felt that a great deal of time and 

expense could be saved by attributing to the Office certain functions of the 

kind Mr. Brunskog called "inspection", 

Mr, MâSON asked whether it was within -üie present scope of the 

Division of Administrative Management to say there was no need for a re-

commended procedure or that there was a better method than that recommended, 

and secondly whether the Office of Internal Audit was responsible for re-

porting Twhether the number of staff engaged in any activity was over or below 

the actual requirement. 

.Mr. SIEGEL said that it was difficult to draw a fine line of demarcation 

between the functions of Administrative Management and those of the Office 

of Internal Audit because of the relationship of cerMn of their functions 

but a certain amount of overlapping might be necessary in the interests of 

efficient working. It was undoubtedly vá. thin the scope of the Division of 

Administrative Management to question the usefulness of a recommended pro-

eedure or to modify existing ones, but it was concerned in the first instance 

with the establláiment of theoretical procedures, while the Office of 

Internal Audit was in a position to know how each procedure worked in 

practice and to achieve the desired results there might be some apparent 

overlapping； with regard to the second question, the Office of Internal 

Audit would definitely be expected to comment on cases of excessive or in-

adequate personnel. 

Mr. MSON felt that mention of this latter function should be mado on 



page 52 of document SB5/AF/1, Part II, Section 工. 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt that it was not generally the function of a 

financial officer to decide on questions of personnel. 

Mr. MASON agreed that it was more correctly a function of the 

Division of Administrative Management and Personnel, since that depart— 

ment was responsible for changing procedures, but he felt that there 

should be some merging of Internal Audit and Administrative Management 

on the matter. 

Mr. SIECEL suggested that this point had been covered by paragraphs 

2 and 6 on page 55 of the document under consideration; methods at 

Headquarters and elsewhere would differ somewhat; it was not desirable 

to incur the expense of sending too many people to distant Units. 

Mr, MASON said that the paragraphs in question were not sufficiently 

definite and he proposed the drafting of an additional paragraph. 

Dr. van den BERG thought that, in view of the extra expense which 

Mr. Siegel had pointed out would be involved if an officer of the Division 

of Administrative Management and Personnel were sent to the regional 

offices for purposes of staff control in addition to an officer from the 

Office of Internal Audit, it would be advisable to leave these functions 

to the Office of Internal Audit. 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt that if the functions of staff control and inspect-

ion were left to the Office of Internal Audit it might derogate from the 
» 

responsibility of the Division of Administrative Management and Ftersonnel. 

It was agreed that a drafting committee consisting of Mr. Roseman, 

Mr. Mason, and Mr. Siegel should draw up a paragraph concerning the 

functions of staff control and inspection for inclusion in document 

EB5/AF/1. 

The MRECTOR-GSNERAL felt that while many functions of the Office of 

Internal Audit were inspectional, it would be inadvisable to rename it 

the Office of Inspection, since this would appear to make its responsi-

bility greater than would actually be the case. 

It was agreed that the existing title should remain. 
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¥ith regard to the Division of Budget and""Finafice„ Mr. MiSON 

suggested that there should be a rearrangement of the two sections into 

the Finance and Budget Section and the Accounts Section. The latter 

section should deal with all supply matters to avoid separate -accounting 

work taking place in other divisions, as might bo tho case in the 

Division of Professional and Technical Education where the section 

dealing with medical supplies, literature and teaching equipment had a 

budget provision for 拟 5 , 0 0 0 。 W h e r e there was buying, therü arose also 

the questions of storage, stock control, etc. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that the Accounts Section was in fact responsible 

for maintaining controls on supply matters. In the instance quoted by 

Mr. Mason, the Medical Supplies, Literature and Teaching Equipment 

Section would give technical advice on procurement and. develop technical 

specifications for supplies, but contracting and property records were 

the functions of the supply section, Conference and General Services. 

He thc¿n ga-ve a summary of the functions of the Finance and Accounts 

Section and th«'Budget Section. Responsibility for issuing allotments 

was vested in the Budget Section; after the allotments were issued they 

became an accounting matter and the Accounts Section controlled obliga-

tions and expenditures under them. Responsibility for purchasing and 

.the maintenance of property records was vested in the Office of 

Conference and General Services. The Accounts Section maintained control 

accounts of property and capital Assets of the Organization, while the 

Office of Conference and General Services kept detailed records of 

location and condition of equipment. The overall accounting control 

of all supply and procurement was therefore vested in the Accounts 



Section and the Office of Conference and General Services concerned 

with actual purchasing, where equipment was located, and the trans-

portation of equipment
 t 

Mr • BRUNSKOG said that the present arrangement had worked quite 

well hitherto. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he thought the title "Operational 

Services" gave rise to some confusion which would be ended if the title we 

were changed to "Advisory Services"• 

Mr. ROSEMAN asked what the relationship was between recruitment 

by the Personnel Office and by technical staff and to what extent the 

Personnel Office was ready to deal with the probable expansion of 

the Organization » 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNER/iL said that the Organization was receiving 

approximately 200 applications for posts each week. All these appli-

cations had to be classified, filed and referenced for future use • 

This process had now been continuing since the beginning of the 

Organization. 

Mr, SIEŒL referred the committee to page 305 of document 

EB5/44 for a summary of the functions of the Personnel Office• 

Mr. GRANT, Acting Director, Division, of Administrative Manage-

ment and Personnel, said that the work of recruitment in the Personnel 

Office was considered as advisory; the final selection of any applicant 

rested -with the Appoitmemts Committee and the Dire с tor-Gene ral. A 

medical officer requiring staff for specialized duties was able first to 

examine the files of the Personnel Office for suitable applications and 

secondly to survey the availability of persons who came mthin his pro-

fessional competence, after clearance with the Personnel Office the 

Personnel Office would thon summarize all applications for the posts on 

the basis of qualifications and geographical distribution; the medical 



officer would formulate his choice
5
 the Personnel Office would ascertain 

that the requirements of、geographical distribution were being observed, 

and the final decision would be made by the appointments Committee. 

In reply to Mr, Roseman, Mr. Grant said that a.procedure.for recruit-

ment by regional offices was being produced and that the Personnel 

Officer from the Regional Office for the ikiericas had been requested to 

undertake recruitment throughout the Latin Mericas for certain posts. 

I f a

 medical officer made direct contact with a technical expert in the 

area of a regional office, with a view to having him consider a post at 

Headquarters, a copy of this letter would be sent to the regional office; 

in other cases explorations would be made directly through the Regional 

Director. Recruiting for regioml offices was done by the regional 

offices themselves, and it was hoped that the regional offices would 

eventually be the means of supplying staff tc Headquarters and other 

regions. 

Mr. Grant added that he would submit the tentative р
Ф
ег on recruit-

ment in the regional offices to the committee. 

Dr. MACKENZIE attached great importance to the proper advertisement 

of vacant posts in the Organization since it was obviously more equitable 

and more advantageous to Ш0 that recruitment should be open to all and 

not influenced by limited personal contacts. He felt that in many cases 

a delay of from four to six months might be expected before suitable 

persons could release themselves from their obligations and that this must 

be taken into consideration when applications were reviewed. He also 

felt that the temporary socondment of persons to the Organization would 

open up wide possibilities and afford a much greater choice of applicants. 

This was particularly the case in the United Kingdom. Persons seconded 

in this way would return to their countiy as ambassadors of the 

Organization. 



The СНА1ШШ1 said that before continuing discussion of the charts he 

would like some guidance with regard to the procramrae for the rest of the • 

week. He suggested th=t members should form groups to visit offices from 

9 a.m. on the following day and that the committee should meet at 4 p.m. 

to discuss the document to bs preduced with regard to operational and 

technical services； he felt that Wednesday afternoon should be the latest 

d a t e f o r

 commencing consideration of the 1951 budget and programme. It 

would perhaps be possible to present an interim report, prepared over the 

weekend, to the Executive Board on Monday or Tuesday. 

Dr. STAMPAR considered that the committee could meet during the 

Executive Board session； the work should be completed and a final report ^ 

presented. 

Dr. van den BERG a〔reed with Dr. Stampar and felt that more time than that 

allotted on the followinr day would be necessary for the visits to the var-

ious offices. 

The CHAIRMAN asked for agreement on commencement of discussion of the “ 

budget on Wednesday afternoon at the lat«st. 

This was agreed. 

Groups were formed for the visits on the following day. 

The CHAIRMAN referred members to bhart No. 5 - Office of the Regional 

Director - in document EB5/iF/i, Part II， Section 1. ' 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that this chart followed the general 

lines of the Organization with its activities broken up into the normal 

three main fieldsi 

1) Planninr and Operations - a continuation of the planninr -nd general 
supervision of field activities.

 1

 g
£

nera丄 
2 )

 Epidemiolocical Intelligence and Health Statistics - a continuation of ‘ 
that portxon of the Headquarters Technical Services БераПшепГ 

3) AJanistration and Fin,nc.e - a continuation of Headquarters Admin-
istration and Finance Services. 

In the Eastern Mediterranean Office there was a planning Officer who 

acted аз head of field ргоргашшез. Epidemiological Intelligence and . | 

Health Statistics were represented in some but not all rerional 
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offices and it was not known what the arrangements would be in the future. 

In South-East Asia the epidemiological function was carried out by the 

Singapore Epidemiological Intelligence Station. 

, Dr. STAMPAR felt that regional offices should have demonstration areas 

which were distinct from demonstration teams. They should also establish 

training courses; it was not clear from the chart if these were included. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that all activities in relation to 

governments would be carried on entirely by the regional offices wherever 

these were established. Every type of activity would be included in the field 

programmes; it was not yet possible to know the extent and distribution of 

demonstration areas but they would undoubtedly be included: 'all field 

programmes would be under regional offices. 
« • 

Dr. STAMPAR wished "professional and technical training" to be added to 

the list in footnote (1) on the chart. 

The SECRETARY pointed out that the charts which had been presented to the 

committee reflected the programme envisaged in the regular budget, They were, 

moreover, not a precise reflection of the existing organizational structure 

of all regional offices; it was inevitable that there should be minor 

differences according to the precise needs in regions; an effort had been 

made to produce a typical regional office chart； this one was typical, but 

not necessarily precise in all dotails. 

Dr. STAMPAR still thought that training programmes in certain regions 

should be mentioned. He was also of the opinion that in time regions should 

be able to provide local currencies for such training. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that the policy adopted, in agreement with 

regional directors, was that wherever possible training should be carried out 

within a region: this ^as often much more effective than training acquired 

in other parts of the worlds Regional offices were, in fact, encouraged to 

undertake as much as possible within the region and to apply to Headquarters 

only for such assistance as could not be provided within the region. 



Dr‘ HYDE called attention to Article 50 (b) of the Constitution; "The 

functions of the Regional Committee shall be to supervise the activities of 

the Regional Office." This meant that the regional committee felt it had 

considerable power and responsibility in the matter of the regional office, 

H e

 considered that the diagram should show that the regional office depended 
• -

on the regional committee rather than on the central organization. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that it was perfectly correct to say that 

the regional committees took considerable responsibility in this matter. It 

w a s

 generally recognized that the administrative and finicial control of 

regional offices was the function of the central office but the programmes 

were the responsibility in the first instance of the regional committees and 

of the regional offices. It was not yet possible to elaborate on the 

organizational structure of the regional organizations. 

In the Americas there was an old organization, the structure of which 

did not entirely conform to what was required in a WHO office. The fields of 

activity in regional offices varied very widely. Certainly administrative 

and financial procedures should be controlled from the centre, but activities 

should be decentralized to the greatest possible extent. It was not possible 

at the present time to present a definite chart for each regional office. 
D r

'
 v a n d e n B E R G

 drew attention to the fact that there had been some 

adverse criticism of WHO in the matter of fellowships. A great number of 

people asked for fellowships in America because there was & fallacious idea 

that it was better to be trained as far' away as possible: in fact it was 

usually the people asking for fellowships to America who were attacking 

WHO for sending too many people there. 

The SECRETARY, in reply to a point raised by Dr. Hyde, said there was a 

difference between the organizational charts and the position charts. In 



the case of the former an effort had been made to present what might be taken 

as a typical chart, whereas in preparing the position charts an endeavour 

had been made to show the present staff as of 1 December 1949, in their 

various categories, of each regional office. The question whether there were 

separate sections for administration and finance in the regions depended on 

the size of the regional office• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to Dr. van den Berg, said there was no 

doubt a great deal of pressure to obtain fellowships involving travel to 

distant parts of the world, but every effort was being made to provide 
* “ 

appropriate training as near the home of applicants as possible, 

Dr, HÏDE and Dr. van den BERG were both concerned as to the probable 

reactions to the marked differences shown as existing between the regional 

office for the Americas and the other regional offices• 

The SECRETARY explained that the staff shoTOi was that existing on 

1 December 1949. With regard to the staff in the regional office for the 

Americas, although the Director was on the payroll of PASB that office was, 

in fact，reimbursed, by WHO to the extant of a regional director丨s salary. 

Headquarters had given considerable attention to the question of field 

activities in the Americas and based upon specific requests from 

governments, it was proposed to increase field staff in the region: a 

tuberculosis demonstration team was scheduled for El Salvador； there were 

to be some services provided in Haiti and Chile, and other activities were 

envisaged as soon as specific requests from governments had been passed to 

Headquarters by the Regional Director. 

Dr, ELIOT, Assistant Director-General, Department of Operational 

Services, pointed out that there were in some areas joint operations with 

UNICEF in which WHO provided staff. 

Dr. НШЕ felt there was a necessity for a chart showing the basic 

organization of regional offices apart from temporary advisers, etc. 

The SECRETARY said that the budget document (EB5/44) showed a list of the 



positions provided for in 1950 and 1951, 

Dr ELÏ0T said that field staff could only be shewn as "possible 

field staff". 

On the proposal of Dr NAZIF Bey, seconded by Dr MACKENZIE, it was 

finally agreed, on account of the fluid situation in the regions, to dispense 

Kdtia the position charts for regional offices and maintain the rough basic 

chart as a guide. 

It was also agreed to eliminate footnote (1) to the chart. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to Dr. NAZIF Bey, stated that a 

regional adviser was responsible to the RegLonal Director. In the interests 

of co-ordination on technical approach throughout the Organization, he would 

receive any necessary technical assistance or guidance from specialists at 

Headquarters, but he would be on the staff of the Regional Director and 

responsible to him. 

Efficiency of Operations (document. EB5/AF/1, Part III). 

Mr MASON, adviser to Dr Mackenzie, referring to paragraph 1， felt 

that there might have been some description of administrative and financial 
. » 

control and of the шу in which programmes had been carried out, 

îhe DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that so far there had been very little in 

"the way of programme analysis, there was onl^ one officer on this work; 

programmes had hardly gone fár enough in the Organization to make such 

analyses, but in the Division of Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison 

it TOS proposed to have a programme analyst 他 о would make avaiLifcle studies 

of the progress of the activities of the Organization, Tihich would be 

discussed at Directors ' meetings and at meetings of the Policy Board. Until 

now the on2y method of judging the efficiency of individuals had been to take 

the opinion of those with whom they worked, In terras of production it had 

been difficult to make anything in the my of an analysis up to the presert 

because the Organization was very young. He agreed that this was a service 

•which should be provided. 



Mr ROSEMAN, adviser tc Dr HYDE, referring to paragraph 3，said he 

thought there v/as some lack of orientation of staff; people "were sometiims 

throwi quickly into a post TAiith a very limited sphere and had little 

knowledge cf the overall working of the Organization, 

The DIRECTOR‘GENERAL agreed that this т/vas so; it was extremely-

difficult tc arrange adequate briefing, fcr example, for consultants yii。 

came on a short-term basis • The Organization was not sufficiently staffed 

to ensure adequate briefing at regional offices, so that staff "were often 

insufficiently acquainted with both the overall workings of the Organization 

and with personnel. An effort had been made to rectify this but it was 

necessaiy to keep a sharp eye on expenditure since it would be possible to 

spend a great deal of money by insisting on everyone coming to Geneva before 

going tc other parts of the wDrld, This obviously cculd not be done in all 

cases and there would, in consequence, be people "Лс were insufficiently 

briefed. They had literature but this nii^t or mi^it not be read or fully 

understood. The only way cf trying to deal with this problem was to simplify 

instructions as far as possible and to organize, -where possible, a very-

efficient briefing either at Headquarters or in a regional office viien this 

was feasible * 

The SECRETARY referred members to pages 4 and 5 of Part III cf the report 

•viiere there 观 s a description cf seme of the methods being used to meet this 

problem. 

Dr MACKENZIE "was of the opinion that it would be wise tc recruit junior 

medical officers as mere or less general-<luty effioers rather than as 

specialists and change them from one section to another to avoid the kind of 

over-specialization i«hich led to a dead end because of the impossibility cf 

promotion in a very limited sphere. 

Dr van den BERG considered that the number cf qualifications often 

called fcr^ particularly academic qualifications, sometimes excluded very-

able people 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that this was a difficult problem; it was 

necessary to make seme stipulation as to the kind cf person： required: 

they must have seme sort of technical background. It ше hoped it mi^t 

be possible tc take on junior people yhc could develop and eventually 

become specialists, but -when someone w§ts required fer a specialist job 

it was necessary to find a person with academic qualifications or equivalent 

experience,
 4

"which latter was in fact, very often accepted instead of . 

academic qualifications
 f 

The meeting rose^at S»35 
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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATIS 

Charts and functional statements (Document E»5/AF/l, Part II^ 
Section 1) (continuation! 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that in view of the decision taken at the previous 

meeting that the eommittee would visit the Depar"talents of Operational and 

Technical Services on the following day, it would be appropriate to postpone 

further discussion on these two departments until after the visit had taken 

place. The next item before the committee was the chart dealing with Idle 

structure of the Department of Administration and Finance. 

» 

Dr. van den BERG said that he agreed in general with the layout of the 

department as shown in the ^hart. It was obviously advisable for the Legal 

Office and the Office of Internal Audit to be directly responsible to the 

Chief of the Department but he wondered whether it would not be possible to 

make the Office of Conference and General Service s re sponsible to the Division 

of Administrative Management and Personnel, thus making the Chief of the De-

partment directly responsible for only two divisions and two.offices. 

''Mr. SIEGEL, Seor'étary, sajd that .the suggestion made by Dr. van den Berg had 

been considered previously, arid it was felt that this arrangement might be as 

effective as the one at present) in force. • In reply to Mr. Mason, adviser to 

Dr. Mackenzie, he said tkat the suggested arrangement would probably not re-
» 

suit in a change in efficiency one way or the other but it would, to a certain . 

extent, lighten the load for the Head of the Department. 

Mr. ROSEMâN, adviser to Dr. Hyde, fel"b that the functions of the Office 

ôf Conference and General Service s were not closely akin to those of the 

Division of Administrative Management and Personnel, and it might therefore be 
4 

preferable to maintain the existing arrangement. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that at present the Office of Conference-and 

General Servioes had many functions, including the extremely important one'of 

making all the necessary contacts with the Swiss Federal authorities, the 

Canton of Geneva, the United Nations, architects, etc • regarding the new ffiad-

quarters of WHO. In these, contacts it was essential that the Organization 



be represented on a very high level and it was therefore necessary for the 

Assistant Director-General in charge of the Department to be directly inter-

ested. When however these matters had been brought to a successful con-

clusion, it might well be advisable to place the office in'the Division of 

Administrative^ Management and Personnel. 

ii". I.IASON, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, said he was satisfied that the 

present arrangement was adequate. 

Dr. NAZIF Bey asked whether the function of the Legal Office was to 

advise the whole Organization or only the Cepartment of Administration and 

Finance, and. if so whether it should not come directly under the Office of 

the Director-General. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the Legal Office provided legal services for 

the whole Organization but that most of the problems at present referred to 

the Legal Office originated in the Department of Administration and Finance, 

The Office had until recently been directly under the Office of the Director-

General since its work hitherto had mainly consisted of .matters of protocol, 

No international lawyer of outstanding calibre was on the staff of the Office 

although the services of such a lawyer on a consulting basis were employed 

from time to time ； most of the work nowadays was connected with Administration 

and 尔
:

. n a n c e . 

Mr. BRUNSKOG, External Auditor, referring to page 52, paragraph 2, of 

document EB5/AF/1, Part II, Section I, dealing with the Office of Internal 

Audit, felt that in the first sub-paragraph the requirements stated were not 

sufficiently comprehensive and suggested that it should be amended to read 

"review of the adherence to and application of the Staff Regulations and Staff 

Rules, Financial Regulations and Financial Rules, and of travel, removal and 

other established rules;,
1

: He also suggested that since sub-paragraph 2 of . 

paragraph 2 attributed certain functions of management to the Office, it 

would be more appropriate to re-title it "Office of Inspection". 

T h f f V s ^ g p ^ that the -«unendments pí-opoáeci-Voüid be acceptable； with 

regard to the second proposal made by Mr. Brunskog however
3
 he felt it might 



be desirable to clarify the differences between administrative management 

and the functions of the Office of Internal Audit. The function of Adminis-

tra-bive Management was to develop basic procedures in co-operation with all 

the operating parts of the Organization, The function of the Office of 

Internal Audit was to see that those basic procedures, once they had been 

approved, were being carried out, to recommend changes where established 

procedures were fomd to be unsatisfactory in practice, and to recommend the 

establishment of additional procedure s where necessary. Since it was a 

function of the Office of Internal Audit to send an officer to each of the 

regional offices for audit purposes it was felt that a great deal of time and 

expense could be saved by attributing to the Office certain functions of the 

kind Mr., Brunskog called "inspection". 

Mr, MASON asked whether it was within the present scope of the 

Division of Administrative Mana麥ment to say there was no need for a re-

commended procedure or that there was a better method than that recommended, 

.and secondly whether the Office of Internal Audit was responsible for re-

porting "whether the number of staff engaged in any activity was over or below 

the actual requirement. 

that 

.The SECRETARY said/ it was difficult to draw a fine line of demarcation 

beiween "bhe functions of Administrative Management and those of the Office 

of Internal Audit because of the relationship of certin of their functions 

but. a certain amount of overlapping might be necessary in the interests of 

efficient working. It Tías undoubtedly -vl thin the scope of the Division of 

AdÊinistrative Management to question the usefulness of a recommended pro_ 

eedure or to modify existing ones, but it was concerned in the first instance 

with the establidiment of theoretical procedures, while the Office of 

internal Audit was in a position to know' how each procedure worked in 

practice and to achieve the desired results there might be some apparent 

overlapping; with regard to the seoond question, the Office of Internal 

Audit would definitely be expected to comment on cases of 'excessive or in-

adequate personnel. 

Mr. MASON felt that mention of this latter function should be mdo'on 



page 52 of document .SB5/AF/1, Part П, Section I. 
* • 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt that it was not generally the function of a 

financial officer to decide on questions of personnel. 

Mr» MASON agreed that it was more correctly a function of the 

Division of Administrative Management and Personnel, since that depart-

ment was responsible for changing procedures, but he felt that there 

should be some merging of Internal Audit and Administrative Management 

on the matter. 
tbet 

The SECRETARY suggested "Jxis point had been covered by paragraphs 

2 and 6 on page 55 of the document under consideration; methods at 

Headquarters and elsewhere would differ somewhat； it was not desirable 

to incur the expense of SBixiing too many people to distant Units. 

Mr. MASON said that the paragraphs in.question were not sufficiently 

definite and he proposed the drafting of an additional paragraph. 

Dr. van den BERG thought that, in view of the extra expense which 

Mr. Siegel had pointed out would be involved if an officer of the Division 

of Administrative Management and Personnel were sent to the regional 

offices for purposes of staff control in addition to an officer from the 

Office of Internal Audit, it would be advisable to leave these functions 

to the Office of Internal Audit. 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt that if the functions of staff control and inspect-

ion were left to the Office of Interaal Audit it might darogate from the 

responsibility of the Division of Administrative Management and Personnel. 

It was agreed that a drafting committee consisting of Mr. Hosemarl, 

Mr. Mason, and Mr. Siegel should draw up a paragraph concerning the 

functions of staff control and inspection for inclusion in document 

EB5/AF/1. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL felt that while many functions of the Office of 

Internal Audit were inspectional, it would be inadvisable to rename it 

the Office of Inspection, since this would appear to make its rfcsponsi-

bility greater than would actually be the case. 

It was agreed that the existing title should remain. 
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With regard to the Division of Budget and Finance, Mr. MASON 

suggested that there should be a rearrangement of the two sections into 

the Finance and Budget Section and the Accounts Section. The latter 

section should deal with all supply matters to avoid separate accounting 

work taking place in other divisions, as might be the case in the 

Division of Professional and Technical Education where the section 

dealing with medical supplies, literature and teaching equipment was 

concerned with the provision of supplies. Where there was buying 

there arose also questions of storage, stock control, etc., which might 

be particularly important in regard to regional activities. 

The SECRETARY said that the Accounts Section was in fact 

responsible for maintaining controls on supply matters. In the instance 

quoted by Mr. Mason, the Medical Supplies, Literature and Teaching 

Equipment Section would give technical advice on procurement and develop 

technical specifications for supplies, but contracting and property 

records wore the functions of the supply section, Office of Conference 

and General Services. 

He then gave a summary of the functions of the Finance and Accounts 

Section and the Budget Section, Responsibility for issuing allotments 

was vested in the Budget Section； after the allotments wore issued they 

became an accounting matter and the Accounts Section controlled obliga-

tions and expenditures under them. Responsibility for purchasing and 

the maintenance of property records was vested in the Office of 

Conference and General Services. The Accounts Section maintained control 

accounts of property and capital assets of the Organiza.tion
3
 while the 

Office of Conference and General Services kept detailed records of 

location and condition of equipment. The overall accounting control 

of all supply and procurement was therefore vested in the Accounts 
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was 

Section and the Office of Conference and General Services/boncernod 

with aotual purchasing, where equipment was located, and "fehe trans-

portation of eqxiipment, 

Mr. BRUNSKOG said that the present arrangement had worked quite 

well hitherto. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said he thought the title "Operational 

Services" gave rise to some confusion which wouLd be ondod if the title we 

were changed to "Advisory Services"• 

Mr. ROSEMâN asked т/rtiat the relationship was between rccridtmen-fc 、 

by the Personnel Office and by technical staff and to what extent tho 

Personnel Office was ready to deal with the probable expansion of 

the Organization. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, said that the Organization was receiving 

approximately 200 applications for posts each week. All these appli-

cations had to be classified, filed and referenced for future uso. 

This process had new been continuing since the beginning of the 

Organization. 
the 

Tho SECRETARY referred./ conmittee to page 305 of document 

EB5/44 for a stumnary of the functions of the Personnel Cffice. 

Mr, GRáNT, Acting Director, Division, of Administrative Manage-

ment and Personnel, said that
 +

)he work of recruitment in the Personnel 

Office was considered as advisory; the final selection of any applicant 

rested vrith the Appoitmenrts Committee and the Director-General. A 

medical officer requiring staff for specialized duties was able first to 

examine the files of the Personnel Office for suitable applications and 

secondly to survey the availability of persons who came within his pro-

fessional competence, after clearance with the Personnel Office ¡ the 

Personnel Office would then summarize all applications for the posts on 

the basis of qualifications -and geographical distribution? the.medical 



officer would formulate his choice, the Personnel Office would ascertain 

that the requirements of geographical distribution were being observed, 

and the final decision would be made by the appointments Committee。 

In reply to Mr. Rosemary Mr. Grant said that a .procedure for recruit-

ment by regional offices was being produced and that the Personnel 

Officer from the Regional Office for the ibéricas had been requested to 

undertake recruitment throughout the Latin ianericas for certain posts. 

If a medical officer made direct contact/'vvit^^technical expert in the 

area of a regional office, with a view to having him consider a post at . 

Headquarters, a copy of this letter would be sent to the regional office; 

in other cases explorations would be made directly througn the Regional 

Director. Recruiting for regional offices was done by the regional 

offices themselvesj and it was hoped that the regional offices would 

eventually be the means of supplying staff to Headquarters and other 

regions. 

M r

-
 G r a n t

 added that he would submit the tentative p^er on recruit-

ment in the regional offices to the committee. 

Dr‘. MACICSN2IE attached great importance to the proper advertisement 

of vacant posts in the Organization since it was obviously more equitable 

and more advantageous to ТЛЮ that recruitment should be open to all and 

not influx need by limited personal contacts. He felt that in many cases 

a d e l a

y
 o f f r o m

 to six months might be expected before suitable 

persons could release themselves from their obligations and that this must 

be taken into consideration when applications теге revievrad. He also 

f e l t t h a t t h e

 to^poravy. secondment of persons to the Organization -.vould 

open up va.de possibilities and afford a much greater choice of applicants. 

This was particularly tho case in the United Kingdom. Persons seconded 

in this way would return to their country as ambassadors of the 

Organization. 



The CHAIRMAN said that before continuing discussion of the charts he 

would like some guidance with regard to the programme for the rest of the 

week. He suggested th=t members should form groups to vi sit offices from 

9 a.m. on the following day and that the committee should meet at 4 p.m. 

to discuss the document to be produced with regard to operational and 

technical services； he felt that Wednesdsy afternoon should be the latest 

date for commencing consideration of the 1951 budget and programme. It 

would perhaps be possible to present an interim report, prepared over the 

weekend, to the Executive Board on Monday or Tuesday. 

Dr. STAMPAR considered that the committee could meet during the 

Executive Board session； the work should be completed and a final report 

presented. 

Dr. van den BERG agreed with Dr. Stampar and felt that more time than that 

allotted on the following da^ would be necessary for the visits to the var-

ious offices. 

The CHAIRMAN asked for agreenent on cormnencement of discussion of the 

budget on Wednesday afternoon at the latest. 

This was agreed. 

'
G r o u

P
s w e r e for

"ied for the visits on the following day. 

The CHAIRMAN referred members to Shart No. 5 - Office of the Regional 

Director - in document EB5/AF/1, Part II, Section 1. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that this chart followed the general 

lines of the Organization with its activities broken up into the normal 

three main fields » 

D 巧 二 二 г 腿
t i o n o f t h e

 _ ~ 

2) Epidendoloeical Intolli
C
ence and Health Statistics - a continuation of 

that portxon of the Headquarters Technical Services D e p a r S t 
3 )

 ^ i f
r a t i

7 ,
a n d F i n ñ n c e

 -
 a

 continuation of Headquarters Admin-
istration and Finance Services. 

1 П t h e E a s t e r n

 Mediterranean Office there was a fanning Officer who 

acted as head of field ргоггашгвез. Epidemiological Intelligence and 

Health Statistics were represented in some but not all regional 



offices and it was not known what the arrangements would be in the future• 

In South-East Asia the epidemiological function was carried out by the 

Singapore Epidemiological Intelligence Station. 

Dr. STAMPAR felt that regional offices should have demonstration areas 

which were distinct from demonstration teams. They should also establish 

training courses; it was not clear from the chart if these were included. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that all activities in relation to 

governments would be carried on entirely by the regional offices wherever 

these were established. Every type of activity would be included in the field 

programmes; it was not yet possible to know the extent and distribution of 

demonstration areas but they would undoubtedly be included: all field 

programmes would be under regional offices• 
• < 

Dr. STAMPAR wished "professional and technical training" to be added to 

the list in footnote (1) on the chart. 

The SECRETARY pointed out that the charts which had been presented to the 

committee reflected the programme envisaged in the regular budget, They were, 

moreover, not a precise reflection of the existing organizational structure 

of all regional offices; it was inevitable that there should be minor 

differences according to the precise needs in regions； an effort had been 

made to produce a typical regional office chart； this one was typical, but 

not necessarily precise in all details. 

Dr. STAMPAR still thought that training programmes in certain regions 

should be mentioned. He was also of the opinion that in time regions should 

be able to provide local currencies for such training. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that the policy adopted, in agreement with 

regional directors, was that wherever possible training should be carried out 

within a regions this r̂as often much more effective than training acquired 

in other parts of the world* Regional offices were, in fact, encouraged to 

undertake as much as possible within the region and to apply to Headquarters 

only for such assistance as oould not be provided within the region. 



D r

* HYDE called attention to Article 50 (b) of the Constitution: "The 

functions of the Regional Committee shall be te supervise the activities of 

the Regional Office i" This meant that the regional committee felt it had 

considerable power and responsibility in the matter of the regional office. 

He considered that the diagram should show that the regional office depended 

on the regional committee rather than on the central organization. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that it was perfectly correct to say that 

the regional conmittees took considerable responsibility in this matter. It 

was generally recognized that the administrative and financial control of 

regional offices was the function of the central office but the programmes 

теге the responsibility in the first instance of the regional committees and 

of the regional offices. It was not yet possible to. elaborate on the 
. . . 

organizational structure of the regional organizations. 

In the Americas there was an old organization, the structure of which 

did not entirely conform to what was required in a WHO office. The. fields of 

activity in regional offices varied very widely. Certainly administrative 
i • 

and financial procedures should be controlled from the centre, but activities 

should be decentralized to the greatest possible extent. It was not possible 

at the present time to present a definite chart for ea.ch regional office.； 

D r

«
 v a n

 BERG drew attention to the fact that there had been some 

adverse criticism of WHO in the matter of fellowships. A great number of 

people asked for fellowships in America because there was a fallacious idea 

that it was better to be trained as far away as possible : in fact it was 

usually the people asking for fellowships to America iriio were attacking 

WHO for sending too many people there. 

The SECRETARY, in reply to a point raised by Dr. Цуйе,. said there was a 

difference between the organizational charts and the position charts, in 



the case of the former an effort had been made to present what might be taken 

as a typical chart, .whereas in preparing the position charts an endeavour 

had been made to show the present staff as of 1 December 1949, in their 

various categories, of each regional office. The question whether there were 

separate sections for administration and finance in the regions depended on 

the size of the regional office. 

The. DIREC TOR — GENERAL,’ replying to Dr. vnn den Berg, said there was no 

doubt a great deal of pressure to obtain fellowships involving travel to 

dis七ant parts of the world, but every effort was being made to provide 

appropriate training as near the home of applicants as possible. 

Dr. HIDE and Dr. van den BERG were both concerned as to the probable 

reactions to the marked differences shovm as existing between the regional 

office for the Americas and the other regional offices. 

The SECRETARY explained that the staff shewn was that existing on 

1 December 1949. With regard to the staff in the regional office for the 

Americas, although the Director was on the payroll of PASB that office was, 

in fact, reimbursed by WHO to the extent of a regional director's salary. 

Headquarters had given considerable attention to the question of field 

activities in the Americas and based upon specific requests from 

government s j it was proposed to increase field staff in the ra,gion: a 

tuberculosis demonstration team was scheduled for El Salvador; there were 

to be some services provided in Haiti and Chile, and other activities were 

envisaged as soon as specific requests from governments had been passed to 

Headquarters by the Regional Director。 

Dr, ELIOT, Assistant Director-General, Department of Operational 

Services, pointed out that there were in some areas joint operations with 

UNICEF in which WHO provided staff. 

Dr. HYDE felt there was a necessity for a chart showing the basic 

organization of regional offices apart from temporary advisers, etc. 

The SECRETARY said that the budget document (EB5/44) showed a list of the 



positions provided for in 1950 and 1951
г 

Dr EIÍ0T said that field staff could only be showi as "possible 

field staff’、 

On the proposal of D
r
 NAZIF Bey) seconded by Di MACKENZIE, it was 

finally agreed, on accomit of the fluid situation in the regions, to dispense 

with the position charts for offices and maintain the rough basic 

ohart as a guide. 

It was also agreed to eliminate footnote (1) to the chart. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to Dr. MZIF Bey, stated that a 

regional adviser was responsible tc the Regional Director. In the interests 

of co-ordination on technical approach throu^out the Organization, he would 

receive any necessary technical assistance or guidance from specialists at 

Headquarters, but he wc
V
.ld be on the staff of the Regional Director and 

responsible to him. 

Efficiency of Operations (document EB5/AF/I, Part IÍI). 

Mr MASON, TCforrt..孜 tc p n ^ g m p h 1, i^lt -that- thore nrlght have been 

some de
S
cTi.pticn of adjniniíítrative arid financial control and of tho nay in 

• . . . . ‘ 
т/ùich tho execution of pro^i-nimnes controlled,； 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that so far there had been very little in 

让 e way of programme analysis; there was only one officer on this work; 

programmes had hardly gone far enough in the Org^ization to make such 

analyses, but in the Division of Co-ordination of Planning and liaison 

it was proposed to have a programme analyst viio would make available studies 

of the progress of the activities of the Organization, ^ich would be 

discussed at Directors
 1

 meetings and at meetings of the Policy Board. Until 

now the опДу method of judging the efficiency of individuals had been to take 

the opinion of those with whcm they worked. In terms of production it had 

been difficult to make anything tû the
 W
 cf an analysis up to the present 

because the Organization was very young. He agreed that this was a service 

TuMch should be provided. 



Mr ROSEMAN, .YGferring to" paragraph 3, said he thought there was -some 
i 

l^ok of orientation of staff； people were sometinies thromi quickly into a 

po-st with, л very limitad sphere and h^d little knowledge of tha overall 

working of tha Org^nizgii^n. 

ïhe DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that this was so; it was extremely 

difficult tc arrange adequate briefing, for example, for consultants i/\ho 

cam© on a short-term basis • The Organization was not sufficiently staffed 

tc ensure adeqtiate briefing at regional offices, so that staff "were often 

insufficiently acquainted i/vith both the overall workings of the Organization 

and with personnel• An efforb had been made to rectify this but it was 

neceissaiy to keep a sharp eye on expenditure since it would be possible tc 

spend a great deal of money by insisting on everyone coming to Geneva before 

going to other parts of the -world. This obviously cculd not be done in all 

cases and there would, in ccneequence, be people idic were insufficiently 

briefed• They had literature but this mi^t or mi^t not be read or fully 

understood. The only way of trying to deal with this problem was to simplify 

instructions as far as possible and to organize, -where possible, a very 

efficient briefing either at Headquarters or in a regional office yiien this 

was feasible, 

The SECRETARY referred members to pages 4 and 5 of Part III cf the report 

vtere there шэ a description of some of the methods being used to meet this 

problem. 

Dr MACKENZIE was of the opinion that it would be -wise tc reoruit joxaior 

medical officers as more cr less general-duty cffloers rather than as 

specialists and change them from one section to another to avoid the kind of 

over-specialization Tñhich led to a dead end because of- the impossibility of 

promotion in a very limited sphere. 

Dr van den BERG Considered that the number cf qualifications often • 

called fcr, particularly academic qualifications, sometimes excluded very 

able people 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said -bhat this -was a difficult problem； it was 

necessary to make some stipulation as to the kind cf person； required: 

they wx&t iiave seme sort of technical background. It пае hoped it mi^t . 

be possible tc take on junior people yhc could develop and eventually 

become specialists, but vhen someone was required fer a specialist job 

it wa3 necessary to find a person m t h academic qualifications cr equivalent 

experience, \yhich latter was in fact, very often accepted instead cf 

academic qualifications• 

The meeting,roge at 5>35 p>m> 


